Here's the latest information on SAKAI SAN SOU

SAKAI SAN SOU FACEBOOK

https://www.facebook.com/sakaisansou/

Introduction of Bicycle and Central City Activation

SAKAI City Report
YouTube SAKAI Video Channel
Bustle in the Central SAKAI that everyone makes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3FUKz50O_jw

What is SAN SOU?

"Running by bicycle" is not an objective, but rather aiming to take a walk by "using a bicycle" slowly, touching "history and culture", enjoying "food``. This is a new enjoyment using a bicycle.
**EFFORTS OF SAKAI CITY GOVERNMENT**

Sakai has many spots full of charm in history and culture in dotted location. However, by adopting a means of bicycle movement, the points become lines and various migrations are born, leading to crowds of the city. Sakai City Government disseminate the appeal of SAKAI SANSOU and make opportunities to enjoy our town by bicycle.

**SAKAI SANSOU CONCEPT**
- Connect spots dotted in Sakai
- Increase migration thereby creating crowds
- Connect People

**SANSOU Forum & Experience Meeting**
- SANSOU Forum & Experience Meeting (Sakai district)
  October 1 (Sat) and October 29 (Sat) in 2016
  Approximately 30 participants
- SANSOU Forum & Experience Meeting (Minami district)
  May 27 (Sat) and June 10 (Sat) in 2017
  Approximately 30 participants

**Public Relations Activity**
- Information by Public Relations Magazine SAKAI
- Information on Pottery on Sakai City Website

**EFFORTS OF BICYCLE SHOPS AND VOLUNTEER GROUPS**

From April 29 in 2017, as the 3rd Sunday ‘SANSOU Day’, bicycle shops conducted a SANSOU event. Every year, at the Tour of Japan with Sakai City as the 1st stage, bicycle shops, companies, organizations hold a collaboration project of SANSOU. The volunteer group 'Sakai Bicycle Town Planning / Citizen’s Association' plans and implement SANSOU events with Sakai City Government. It also conducts SANSOU to deepen mutual friendship among members.

**EFFORTS OF SCC**

SCC (SAKAI Communication Cycle) is a member of “Town Planning Subcommittee” in the Sakai City Central Urban Area Revitalization Council. It practices “Attraction Appeal Project by SAKAI SANSOU” by “Private Sector” as the main body. The staff members are local shopping streets and citizens who think about town revitalization and planning.

**SANSOU Experience**

- inbound SANSOU project and experience sessions for international students
  - SAKAI SANSOU~History/Tradition and Experience SANSOU
    June 18 (Sun) in 2017
  - SAKAI SANSOU~Sakai BESTA SANSOU
    November 19 (Sun) in 2017
    Collaboration with Kansai University’s Yokoyama seminar
  - SAKAI SANSOU~A Day SANSOU of “Wa”
    December 17 (Sun) in 2017
    SANSOU around Sakai Yamanoguchi shopping street

**SAKAI SANSOU Ambassador Training Course**

What is SANSOU Ambassador?
They disseminate charm of Sakai and safe use of bicycle through SANSOU.

October 6 (Sat) in 2018  25 participants
The 2nd Meeting  April 20 (Sat) in 2019